ANSWER SHEET FOR CCTV
READING COMPREHENSION
A. Find what the underlined words refer to in the text.

(10 marks)
(1.5 marks = 0.5 x 3)

1. “The hardware item” = the camera
2. “the operator” = the control room operator
3. “One” = to record the images that are captured by the camera to a secure location that is
situated remotely from the site where the camera is located, thus providing an added level of
security against the threat of data interception and theft.
B. Say whether these statements are True or False. Justify by quoting the text.

(2 marks)

4. In a CCTV system, most cameras are hidden to the public.
FALSE : “The cameras are clearly visible in most instances” (line 8)
5. Both types of cameras offer the same viewing capacities (lines 17-18)
FALSE: “These cameras (…) cover larger areas than the average fixed camera”
6. In all CCTV systems, operators must be in place for monitoring.
FALSE: “while smaller CCTV systems, with only a few cameras, may not require constant
monitoring” (line 20-21)
7. The IP cameras can provide images to the user in a specified area.
TRUE: “it allows the user to record the images that are captured by the camera to a secure location
that is situated remotely from the site where the camera is located,” (lines 28-30)
C. Complete the following chart with information from the text.

(4 marks = 0.25 x 12)

Electronic Security System: CCTV

8. Aim of the System:
a. to deter people from engaging in illegal or inappropriate behaviour

9. Components:
b. cameras
c. data transmission medium
d. monitors
e. keyboards and other equipment
f. computer hard drives
10. Cameras
g. Fixed focus
h. employed in areas where the required field of view generally remains unchanged,
i. indoor
j. ----k. PTZ
l. zoom in on an item, or individual, and track moving vehicles or persons on foot that are of
particular interest
m. ----n. outdoor
o. IP Camera
p. allows a user to view live, full motion video from anywhere on a computer network, and
over the Internet, using a standard web-browser…
q. indoor

r. outdoor
D. Vocabulary in Context: Circle the letter of the correct answer for each word.
(2.5 marks = 0.5 x 5)
11. “become a mainstay” mainstay means
c. basis
12. “enhanced the surveillance capabilities” enhanced means
b. increased
13. “due to its visibility” visibility means
b. exposure to public view
14. “CCTV as a crime deterrent” means CCTV as a crime
prevention
15. “images for evidentiary purposes” evidentiary purposes means
b. giving proof

LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE

(6 marks)

E. Complete the sentences using the correct compound prepositions in the box.
0.5 x 3)
16. in accordance with
17. owing to
18. for the purpose of.

(1.5 marks =

F. Complete the sentences with the right form of the underlined words.
19. advantageous.
20. functional
21. detectable
G. Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tenses and forms.
22. be found
23. reacted
24. had been thinking
25. is being accepted

(1.5 marks = 0.5 x3)

(2 marks = 0.5 x 4)

H. Reorder the words to make a correct sentence.
(1 mark)
26. CCTV is becoming increasingly widespread in western communities to fight crime.

WRITING:
Relevance to topic = 1
Ideas = 1
Accuracy = 1
Coherence / Cohesion = 1

(4 marks)

